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Materiality and financial loss
FOS interaction
GDPR
Vulnerability
Customer experience performance

Materiality and Financial Loss
• It was agreed that definitions of materiality were an ongoing problem.
• One large firm, with 1500 complaint handlers, said that
each person could have their own definition.
• The firm provided in-depth training and various tools to
staff in an effort to maintain consistency.
• It was agreed that materiality was a subjective area, and
it was difficult to make judgements.
• One firm said that it depended on how customers
presented their cases.
• If there was a doubt, the firm erred on the side of
materiality.
• Another agreed and said that the strength of a client’s
reaction drove materiality.
• Generally, firms relied on the FPOC to pick up a
customer’s mood.
• One firm said that the same situation could affect
customers in different ways.
• All agreed that FPOC training was seen as very
important.
• Some used scenarios to help staff decide whether a
particular issue was material.
• One firm logged all expressions of dissatisfaction and did
not differentiate between feedback and complaints.
• It logged all and for those that remained unresolved
customer service would classify those that were seen as
material.
• One firm had installed an AI-based system that scanned
calls overnight for particular words, and picked up
missed complaints.
Scenarios
• Delegates analysed a number of scenarios that had been
submitted prior to the meeting.
• One covered a situation where a bank had failed to make
a funds transfer within expected timescales, resulting in
a financial loss. (The bank had referred the transfer for
an AML check.)
• All agreed that the financial loss would be made good,
but then discussed whether there was separate
inconvenience.
• One firm said that customers would generally highlight
the impact and consequences.
• Another said that if a customer was worried, then the
case was material.
• Although it was common for telephone-based staff to
make D & I payments when there was no need.
• In another scenario, a firm had sent some information
that a customer requested, but it had not been received.
The customer was quite upset, although the firm had
proof of posting.
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• One firm said that it would not classify a situation as
material, unless customers were excessively upset.
• This highlighted the point that often, if a customer shouted,
the complaint would become material.
• Most agreed that shouting should not make a difference, but
it did.
• Firms were beginning to receive letters that used FCA terms,
such as T & U and D & I, highlighting the fact that some
complainants were trying to ‘work the system’.
• It was admitted that these were difficult cases, as firms also
had to make commercial decisions. (Some would pay D & I,
regardless.)
• One firm kept MI that showed D & I payments, by teams or
team members.
• Another firm maintained separate systems for feedback and
complaints.
• One firm had received some customer feedback, but in a
response letter, had included a standard FOS rights
paragraph. The customer then complained about receiving
FOS rights, when a complaint had not been made.
• In another scenario, a customer called and was confused
and concerned that a customer survey had been sent; the
customer said that none should be sent in the future.
• Most thought that in this case there should be no material
impact.
• However, one said that it would check if there was a GDPR
echo.
• Another disagreed and said that vulnerability was a potential
issue.
• Another scenario highlighted a customer that complained
their insurance claim had been rejected. The rejection was
in line with the T & Cs of the policy.
• Some thought that there could be a case if the T & Cs were
not clear and the complaint could therefore be material.
• The case highlighted the point that often a decision on
materiality could hinge on very specific details.
FOS Interaction
• One firm had been asked by FOS to keep a complaint open
indefinitely - or until the complainant reached the age of 75.
• The firm felt that this was not right and that both parties
should seek closure.
• One firm that had received a complaint about an enhanced
annuity. FOS had asked the firm for paperwork that it no
longer had.
• However, the firm was able to provide a copy of its template
for that period and the FOS adjudicator ruled in the firm’s
favour, but the Ombudsman then overturned the ruling.
• One firm said that FOS was going through a major business
change and was beginning to look past PPI.
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GDPR
• One firm said that FCA rules trumped GDPR rules.
• Another firm had decided to keep all complaints for
seven years.
• One large form had four staff permanently working on
DSARs.
Vulnerability
• One firm listed PoAs as clients in their own right.
• Some were worried about the consequences of flagging
vulnerable customers.
• Temporary vulnerability was seen by some as a problem,
when it came to adding and removing flags.
• Another issue arose when customers did not consider
themselves to be vulnerable.
• One firm defined vulnerable customers, as those that
required ‘additional support’.
• Another said that a methodology was required for dealing
with each person.
• Making sure that temporary staff were aware of
customer vulnerabilities was seen as a challenge by
some.
• One firm questioned whether vulnerability was being
overthought.
• It said that some firms had been dealing with vulnerable
customers for 300 years.
Customer Experience Performance
• One firm wondered how to benchmark across customer
service.
• Others agreed that this was a difficult area.
• One firm used an external company.
• Another felt that the cost of using external firms was
excessive
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